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Get our free
Tsiyon Road app!

Every Sabbath

~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

The Red Horse Rider of Revelation symbolizes not only war, but also a lack of
peace in the Earth. In our latest message we examine how the nuclear threat
figures into that, as we also generally consider the geopolitical landscape of
2016.
Don't wait! Become a Tsiyon Partner now to view this live presentation tonight,
Online in the Tsiyon Tabernacle at Tsiyon.Net.
Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

“Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of YHWH is risen on you.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples;
but YHWH will arise on you, and his glory shall be seen on you." Isaiah 60:1, 2

Time Left to Prepare for
the Remnant Exodus:

81 80 Months
Take action today!

Tsiyon Partner Action Points:
Read Genesis 20-21
Study 2 Sons 1 Heir
Listen to Son of Man Dominion
Attend the Sabbath meeting.
Learning Hebrew
Download Remnant Exodus Cards to hand out & invite others.
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Need access to the programs for Eliyahu's weekly Action Points? No problem. Sign up as a Jubilee Partner using the "Jubilee Partner" button at the
bottom of the page, once logged into Tsiyon.net
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.

From Eliyahu
Greetings Friends,
If you were following Tsiyon back in 2008 you may remember that we did a series of radio programs in that year on Revelation. In fact, we literally
taught on the Horsemen of Revelation pretty much all summer. You may remember that we were seeing how the developments pictured by the "ride"
of each of the Horsemen would progress from that year, and since then we have often pointed to the mid-decade period that we are in right now as a
time of intense unrest and war, especially in the Middle East. Now, we are seeing these events right on schedule.
As I write there is a military "exercise" going on in Saudi Arabia under Saudi leadership involving 20 Arab and/or Sunni Muslim nations training as a
coalition together. This is the largest such Muslim coalition exercise ever, involving 150,000 to 300,000 troops. While these troops are massed in
northern Arabia, South of Syria, they are allied with Turkey to the North of Syria. Although called an "exercise" the possibility exists that these forces
could converge on Syria from both sides in a massive ground assault, in a huge flood of troops. This exercise is meant to intimidate the Shi'a Muslim
block, led by the Iranians in Syria, with Russia doing the heavy hitting against Syrian rebels who are seeking to oust Syrian President Bashar al-Assad.
In a nutshell, the Sunni coalition wants Assad out while Russia and the Shiites want Assad to remain in office. The block that ultimately wins this
struggle hopes to be established as the dominant Muslim force in the Middle East. However this develops, more death and destruction in the Middle
East is a certainty.
As the Middle East events have continued to unfold we often hear from our long-time members and friends, who have been listening to us predicting
this for a long time. For example, one brother recently wrote:
"Thank you very -very much for your recent and timely emails concerning the Exodus and our need to prepare ourselves. And I
remember four or five years ago you were informing 'us that the Muslim nations would be attacking one another and sure enough, they
are!"
Thank you Brother, for remembering!
While the Middle East is on center stage right now, the Red Horse Rider is not slacking in the rest of the world in 2016. We want to take a survey of
that big picture in tonight's message. People often see a connection between the Red Horse and nukes, so we want to look into that threat, right up to
today.
Really, we are living in a time of unprecedented unrest in the world, the worst so far in the 21st century. As Scripture says of the Red Horse Rider:
"..it was given power to take peace from the earth.." Revelation 6:4
As foreboding as all of this may be, there is more to come before we arrive at the Tribulation period. As Messiah said of this period;
"You will hear of wars and rumors of wars. See that you aren’t troubled, for all this must happen, but the end is not yet." Matthew 24:6
Yes friends, "all this must happen" but we need not be troubled by it. Instead, we see it as a road sign, pointing on toward the Remnant Exodus, then
the final end-time events, and finally - the return of our Messiah!
Truly, we are living in exciting days!
Blessing and Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
Tsiyon.net

****************************************
Reprint from the Telegraph, 2/22/16
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Largest ever US-South Korea military drill planned as a
'warning to Pyongyang'

Past exercises: South Korean army soldiers ride a K-1 tank during the annual exercise in Paju, near the border with North Korea Photo: AP/Ahn Young-joon

The joint US-South Korean exercises scheduled for March will be largest military drills ever staged on the Korean Peninsula and are both a warning to
Pyongyang and an effort to reassure the jittery public in the South.
The parallel Key Resolve and Foal Eagle exercises are scheduled to commence on March 7, with the field-training exercises that make up Foal Eagle
lasting until April 30. The drills will involve 15,000 US troops, twice the number of previous years, and will serve to demonstrate Washington's
firepower.
The US will deploy a combat aviation brigade to South Korea for the duration of the manoeuvres, as well as a mobile US Marine brigade, an aircraft
carrier and its attendant fleet, a nuclear-powered submarine and aeriel tankers to refuel fighter aircraft.
Past exercises: US Marines and South Korean Marine Corps soldiers take up positions in a snowy
field during a winter exercise in Pyeongchang, some 200 kilometers east of Seoul, South Korea.
Photo: EPA/JEON HEON-KYUN

South Korea will commit some 290,000 personnel, including special forces,
more than double its usual deployment for the annual drills.
The joint exercises will commence just weeks after North Korea carried out its
fifth underground nuclear test and launched a rocket in what analysts claim
was a disguised test of long-range ballistic missile technology.
In an additional shot across Pyongyang's bows, the drills will for the first time
simulate scenarios in which the regime of Kim Jong-un, the North Korean
leader, has collapsed.
annual exercise in Paju, South Korea. Photo: AP/Ahn Young-joon

Past exercises: South Korean army K-9 self-propelled howitzers fire in a live fire drill during the

The multiple-stage exercises will require the US and South Korean forces to react to war breaking out, operations in and around Pyongyang and the
recovery of "key facilities that are located deep within North Korea", a Defence Ministry official told The Korea Herald.
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North Korea's two rocket facilities are in the far north of the country, while
analysts believe that many of its military assets are also concealed in
networks of tunnels and bunkers close to the Chinese border.
This year's amphibious manoeuvres - known as the Ssangyong exercises will be larger and more elaborate than ever before, with 7,000 US troops
practicing coming ashore aboard Osprey tilt-rotor aircraft and from landing
craft from the USS New Orleans.
Past

exercises: South Korean soldiers and K-55 self-propelled howitzers from the Army's 20th division, participate at field training exercise against a possible attack from North Korea during the 63th
anniversary celebration of history near the Namhan River in Yeoju, 105 kilometers southeast of Seoul, South Korea. Photo: EPA/JEON HEON-KYUN

As well as sending a message to Pyongyang, the exercises are designed to reassure the South Korean public of their security, said Rah Jong-yil, a
former head of South Korean intelligence and an expert on the regime in Pyongyang.
"Recent events here have made South Korean people feel a little insecure, especially the rapid development of the North's nuclear and missile
programmes, so the exercises are a welcome sign of Washington's guarantee of the alliance", he told The Telegraph.
North Korea is expected to express its displeasure at the drills through its state media. In previous years, Pyongyang has described the exercises as the
prelude to a pre-emptive nuclear strike "to infringe on the sovereignty and dignity of the DPRK".

****************************************
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.

****************************************
Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set Now Available!
We presented this Beasts of Daniel Surfacing Seminar live over 8 days of Succot 2015. It is a major video presentation which explains what is going
on in the world around us right now from the standpoint of the Book of Daniel - and it forecasts where we are going. Viewers have called it
"incredible" and "amazing".
The Beasts of Daniel Surfacing seminar is now available in this professional level production in a huge 8 DVD set. See the entire seminar, with extra
content, optimized and enhanced for viewing using your DVD player, right on your TV! This will allow you to see many of the details you may have
missed when watching the live presentation on your computer or mobile device. Present the seminar to friends and neighbors in your own home using
this 8 DVD set!
Receive your Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set packaged in its own shrink-wrapped 8 DVD case with full color cover as shown. Suggested
Donation for Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set: $68 US or more, plus shipping and handling. Orders may be sent to address at bottom of this
Newsletter. Get yours today!
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Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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